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CIRCUIT ALGEBRAS AND SOME OF THEIR PROPERTIES

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCT ION

Electrical engineers generally encounter problerns of the

following typei

ItThe general electrical engineering problern": Given a set S of

constructable electrl,cal devices and a set P of appropriate desig-

nated properties, f ind (i. e. design), if possible, an elernent s e S

which has each of the designated properties, which is reliable and

which rnay be built at a relatively low cost.

Once S and P have been specified, one has an electrical

engineering problern. The following problerns provide two exarnples.

Problern 1. "The general switching circuit problern": Let S be

the set of all switching circuits (i. e. those electrical devices which

rnay be constructed using terminals, wires, two-state switching

devices and diodes). Let P be any set of properties of the follow-

ing forrn: lf the switches are in state g then current can (cannot)

flow frorn terrninal t. to terrninal t.
'r 'z

Problern Z. "The general series-parallel switching circuit problemrr:

Let S be the set of all two-terrninal (an t'inputrrterrninal and an
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I'outputrr terrninal) series -parallel switching circuits (without diodes).

Let P be any set of properties of the following forrn: If the switches

are in state g then current can (cannot) flow between the input and

output terrninals.

In the late 30's, a correspondence between boolean forrnulas

and two-terrninal series -paraIIel switching circuits was discovered

(see [13 - l6] ). Later this correspondence was extended to matrices

of boolean forrnulas and switching circuits in general (see Lt, l, I0,ll,

IZll. In this way, the two problerns given above have 1ed to the study

of certain rnathematical structures. It is the purpose of this paper to

discuss sorne of the properties of these structures. The rnain pur-

pose of this paper is to characterize (up to isornorphisrn) two of these

structures, one suggested by problern I and one suggested by prob-

lern Z.

In order to cornpletely understand this paper, the reader

should be familiar with the general algebraic notions of hornornor-

phisrn, isornorphisrn, subalgebra and generated subalgebra (precise

definitions of these notions rrray be found in [t8,19] ); furtherrnore,

the reader should possess a rudirnentary knowledge of lattice theory

and boolean algebra even though the definitions of these structures

have been included.

The following conventions and notations have sirnplified the
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writing of this paper. N will be used to denote the set of natural

nurnbers; that is, lrf = {0, I,2,"'11. It has been assurned that the

natural nurnbers have been defined i.n such a way that every natural

number coincides with the set of all smaller natural nurnbers. As a

consequence, n*l = {0, l, Z,' ' ' ,nl for any neN. If A and

B are any set, then BA will denote the set of all functions with

domain A and range a subset of B. Irr particular, A'Xt is the

set of all functions frorn {0, I,.'. ,n-I }x {0, 1, "',t -1 i into A,

At tirnes rtf 'A + Brr will be written in place of "1.3A" . Also

'r iff'r, I'thrnJt, rtprop.rr, rrcor.r' and t'pf,lt have been used as abbrevi-

ations for Itif and only if r' , 'rtheorern'r , trpropositionr' , rtcorollaryrl

and rrproof tr 
.



CHAPTER Z

D]STRIBUTIVE LATTICES AND BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS

The study of the general series-paraIle1 switching circuit

problern leads in a natural way to the study of a certain rnathernatical

structures, narnely, the free boolean algebra on a countably infinite

set of generators. This structure will be described and character-

ized in the next chapter. The connection between this structure and

the general series-parallel switching circuit problem will be given in

Chapter 4. The rernaining chapters of this paper deal with sirnilar

considerations arising in connection with the general switching cir-

cuit problern. Irr this chapter distributive lattices and boolean alge-

bras will be defined and sorne preliminary theorerns concerning these

algebras will be proved.

The algebraic systern A = (A, +, '), where A is a

non-ernpty set and +, ' €A(Ax A) is called a distributive lattice iff

the following conditions hold for all a, b, c e A:

L. 1:

T ).

L.3:
L.4:
L.5:
L.6:

a*b = b*a

a.b = b'a
a* (b+c) = (a*b)

a. (b' c) = (a'b)

(a+b) 'b = b

a.(b+c) = (a.b)

*c

'c

* (a.c)
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L.3, L.4 and the convention that the operation takes

precedence over the operation + allows one to ornit certain paren-

theses frorn forrnulas. In the following such parentheses will usually

be ornitted.

a ( b if and only i{ a.b = a.

It can then be proved that < partially orders A and that a ( b

if and only if a*b = b. One rnay also introduce iterated sumrnation

in A as follows: For neN and ,.At+1, one defines

rn
Iterated products ff ", rnay be defined in a sirnilar rnanner.

L.
i=0

A distributive lattice A = (A, *, ') is said to have

zero element if and only if the following condition is satisfied:

rn
f-

) 3.i for all rn ( n by recursion:

i=0

0
\-(i) 
/ ri=ro,
i=0

k+l kr\-(ii) L^, = L^, *"k+r, forall k(n.
i=0 i=0

L.7z thereexistsa zeA suchthatforalla, z'a=z



and A is said to have a unit element if and only if the following con-

dition is satisfied:

L. 8: there exists a ucA such that for all ae A, u'a=a.

If A has a zero (unit) element then it is unique and will be denoted

by 0 (1).

The algebraic systern 4= <A, *, ', 0, I> where A is

a set, +, .AA* A and 0, 1e A is said to be a boolean algebra if

and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

B. I: <A, +, ' > is a distributive lattice with zero elernent
0 and unit elernent I,

B. Z: for all acA there exists a be A such that a.b=0 and
a*b = I.

Givenany aeA, theelement beA satisfying a'b=0 and

atb = I is uniquely deterrnined and is called the cornplernent of a.

Let 4= <A, *, , 0, I > beabooleanalgebra. ThenXCA. is

said to generate A iff the smallest subalgebra of 4 containing X

is A itself. A set X of generators of A is said to freelyg-

erate 4 iff for every boolean algebra B = (B ,*,' ,0, I > if

f e B^ then f rnay be extended to a hornornorphisrn of 4 into B.

A subset Y of A is said to be independent iff

m-l e.

TT Y,'+ o

i=0 r'



for every finite sequence y. Ym of distinct

every sequence E€ {-1, +l}- {rr*' - r, and

ment of yi). The following theorern relates

elernents of

-Iv. - is the
'l

these notions.

7

Y and

cornple -

Thrn. 2. I. Let A= (A,*,

a set XC, A of generators of

s et.
The proof of thrn. Z. I

problern in [5] ; the proof uses

Further use of these techniques

theorem.

hornornorphic extension of

Thrn. 2. 3.

,0, I ) be a boolean algebra. Then

A is free iff X is an independent

is ornitted; the thrn. is given as a

techniques which rnay be found in [17].

enables one to prove the following

T}:rn. Z. Z. Let A =(A,*,',0, l,) and B=(8,*,',0, I>

be boolean algebras and let X freely generate 4 If f eBX is

one-to-one then f rnay be extended to an isornorphisrn of 4 into

B. If f e BX and the set {f(x): xe X} generates B, then any

to A is onto.

Let A =(A,+,',0, l> and B=(B,*,',0,1)

be boolean algebras

tively. If X and

are isornorphic.

with free generating

Y have the sarne

setsXandYrespec-

cardinality then A and B

pf. Follows frorn Tttrn. Z. Z.



CHAPTER 3

THE CONSTRUCTION OF FREE BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS

In this chapter boolean algebras will be constructed using

arbitrary sets of generators.

Let G, the set of generators, be any set of syrnbols which

does not contain the symbols O and I. Let E*p(G), the set of

(boolean) expressions, be the set of all strings of syrnbols which

may be found using elements of G and the additional symbols (,

), @, O, , Q, t. For example the syrnbol "t"irrg"yab@cdOO and

@ UaeO are elernents of Exp(G) provided the syrnbols a, b, c, d

are elernents of G. Let Forrn(G), the set of boolean formulas,

be the srnallest subset X of Exp(G) with the following properties:

(i)

(ii) If

Gu,{g tg.G}.-, {0,1} e X,

x, ye X then (x @y), (*Oy)e X .

Form(G) = ,,--' {X: X c Exp(G) and X satisf ies

that Exp(G) satisfies (i) and (ii). )

L: other words,

(i), (ii)). (Note

Thrn. 3. I. (The unique readabilitv thrn. ) Let G be a set of

generators. Then for all ze Forrn(G) exactly one of the following

A Concantenationis indicated by juxtaposition; for exarnple,
ab@ is written in place of a^b^@ .



alternatives is true:

(i) zeG,

(ii) z = 6,

(iii) z = 1,

(i.r) there exists a unique xeG, such that z = x ,

(v) there exist unique X,y€ Form(G) such that z=(x@y),

(.ri) there exist unique x,y€ Forrn(G) such tt.at z=(xOy).

Results like thrn. 3. I are well-known arnong logicians. Their proofs

although lengthy are not difficult - one merely formalizes the

I'rnatchingrr of left and right parentheses. Using the unique readability

theorern and the recursion theorern (see [6]) one may establish the

following result.

Thrn.3.Z. Let < {0, 1}, +, ', 0, I ) be the two elernent boole-

an algebra and let G be any set of generators. Then for all

f e {0, l}G there exists a unique f'. {0, l}Forrn(G) satisfying the

following conditions for all z e Forrn(G):

(i) if zeG then f' (z) = f(zl ;

(ii) if z=d then ft(z)=Q'

(iii) if z=I then ft(zl=1',

(i-.) if z = x- for sorne xeG then f r(z) = the cornple-

ment of f '(x);
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(..) if , = (x@y) f or sorne x, y € Forrn(G), then

f'(zl=f'(x) +f'(Y)

(..i) if , = (x Oy) for sorne X,y€Form(G), then

f'(r) =f'(x) 'f'(Y).

Now the relation e is defined on Forrn(G):

x e y iff for all f e {0, I}G, f'(x) = f'(y),

where f ' e {0, t}Form161 satisfies (i)-(vi) of Theore rn 3. z. The

following proposition is an obvious consequence of this definition.

Prop.j. 3. For any set o{ generators G, the relation e on

Forrn(G) is an equivalence relation.

For any xeForrn(G) let [*] E denote the equivalence

class which contains x. Let A(G) be the set of all such equiv-

alence classes. Define the operations +, . on A(G) by

[*]E +[v]E = [1x@r)l 6

[-] G . tvl 6 = [(xoy)16

(it can be proved that the operations + and ' are well-defined)

and let O --IAI ;, t = IIJ e . The resulting algebraic structure

4 (G) is called the free boolean algebra on the set of generators G.

The following theorern justifies this terrninology.
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Thrn.3.4. If G is a set of generators, then the algebraic

structure 4(G) = <A(G), +, 't 0, I > is a boolean algebra with

free generating set t["] E: xe G] .

pf : One can easily prove that (*@y) 6 (f@x), (xOy) 6 (VOx),

(x@(y@z )) 6 ((x@rl@rl , (xo(yoz)) 6 ((xor)oz), ((*oy)oy) e y,

xO(y@z)6((xOr)@(xOz)), (OO*leQ, and (IOx) 6x forall

x,y,zeForrn(G). Thus <A(G), +, ' t 0, I > is a distributive

lattice with zero elernent 0 and unit elernent l. Now for all

z e Forrn(G), define d(z), the dual of z, recursively as follows:

(i) If zeG let d(zl - z: ,

(ii) if " -- Q let d(z) = I ,

(iii) if z=I let d(zl=Q,

(iv) if z = x for sorne xe G, 1et d(zl - x,

(..) if , = (x@yl for sorne X,y€Forrn(G), let

d(zl= (d(x) od(y)),

(ri) if z = (x O y) f or sorne x, y € Form (G), let

d(zl=(d(x)@d(v)).

One can then prove by induction on the length of x that

d(x) e Forrn(G), (xO a(*)) e d and (x (E d(x)) 6I, for aII

x e Form(G).

Now Iet U = {[*J 6: xe G] and let B be the subalgebra



of 4(C) generated by H.

the length of forrnulas, that

B = A(G). That H freely

that it is an independent set.

lz

Then one proves, again by induction on

[x] 6e B for all xe Forrn(G). Hence

generate" 4G) follows frorn the fact

be sets of generators. If G and

then EG) and 4(G') are iso-

Thrn. 3. 5. Let G and Gr

sarne cardinality,Gt have the

rnorphic.

pf: Follows frornThrn.3.4 and Thm.2.3. Onernaynowspeakof the

free boolean algebra on a set of generators of given cardinality.

Thrn. 3. 6- Let A= (A, *, -, 0, I > be a free boolean algebra

lf the cardinality of A is the salrle as the cardinality of N then

4 is isornorphic to the free boolean algebra on a countably infinite

set of generators.

pf: Follows frorn Thrn. 3. 4 and Thm.2.3.
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CHAPTER 4

THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN BOOLEAN T'ORMULAS AND
TWO-TERMINAL SERIES -PARALLEL SWITCHING CIRCUITS

In Chapter 3 rrboolean forrnulail was defined and now the

notion of a 'r switching circuitrr will be rnade more precise. Having

accornplished these prelirninary tasks, the discussion turns to the

description of the correspondence between boolean forrnulas and

two-terrninal series-paralIel switching circuits. The irnportance of

the free boolean algebra on a countably infinite nurnber of generators

will then be clear.

Switching circuits rnay be represented by rrdiagrarnsrr as

followsl Terrninals are represented by labeled points. For exarnple,

diagrarn 4. I represents the terrninal designated by t0. 'Wires

diagrarn 4. I:

are represented by connecting line segrnents connecting terrninals.

For exarnple, diagrarn 4.2 represents the wire connecting terrninals

,0 and tf The wire allows current to flow frorn ,O to tl or

to

diagrarn 4. Z:
to
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frorn tt to tO. Switches are represented by labeled line segrnents.

Diagram 4. 3 represents the switch "0 connecting terrninals ,0

and tl and diagrarn 4,4 represents the rrdualrr switch connecting

terrninal, tZ and t3. If "0 is in its closed state then current

diagrarn 4. 3:

to
";

tl
dtagrarn 4.4:

may pass through the switch "0 frorn tO to tt or frorn ,l

to tO but not through the dual switch "; ; if "O is open then

current may not pass through the switch "0 but may pass through

s; . Diodes are represented by directed line segrnents. For exarn-

ple, diagrarn 4.5 represents the diode connecting terrninals tO and

tt which is directed toward tt. Current rnay flow through the

diagram 4. 5:

diode frorn tO to ,t but not frorn al to tO.

This representation of terminals, wires, switches and di-

odes extends in an obvious fashion to switching circuits constructed

frorn these elernents - one sirnply connects the diagrarns for the

elernentary devices by superirnposing terrninals. For exarnple, the
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switching circuit with terrninals t0, ,l , tZ, t3 with switches 
"0,

"1 connecting with ,l and ,t with ,Z respectively, with a

diode directed frorn tO to t3 and with a wire connecting tZ and

,, may be represented as in diagrarn 4.6.

diagrarn 4. 5l

,3

With any elernent z of Forrn(G), where G is any

generating set, one rnay associate a two-terrninaL (input terminal t.,

output terrninal tO) series-parallel switching circuit which doesnrt

contain diodes. This correspondence, which will be denoted by c,

rnay be described recursively as followsl

(i) If 2 = geG then c(zl is the circuit consisting of the

single switch g connecting ti and tO (see diagrarn

4.71.

t.
1

to

d:^agrarn 4.7:
d
D

c(g):

(ii) If , = 6, then clzl

dis c onne cted te rrninals

is the circuit consisting of two

(see diagrarn 4. 8).
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t.
1

a

to

adiagrarn 4.8: .(Ql z

(iii) If z=I,

terrninals

then c(zl

connected by

is the circuit consisting of two

a wire (see diagrarn 4.91.

to

c(I) I

for sorne g€ G, then c(zl is the circuit

of the single switch g' (the switch dual to g)

,i and tO (see diagram 4. l0).

t.
1

diagr?]n 4. 9:

(iv) If z=E'

consisting

connecting

t' to
lg.diagrarn 4. l0: c (e-) :

diagrarn 4. l!:

c(x) i

c(y):

(v) If , = (x@y) for sorne x, yeForrn(G), then c(zl

is the circuit obtained by connecting the circuits c(x)

and c(y) in paralIel( see diagrarn 4. I I).

t.
I
r-- c(x)

,o

t' toj- c(y) 

-,
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('t i) If 2 = (xOy) for sorne x, y€ Forrn (G), then c(z)

is the circuit obtained by connecting the circuits c(x)

and c(y) in series (see diagrarn 4.lZl.

diagrarn 4. LZI

c(x):

c(y) :

c((xoy)):

Using (i)-(vi) one rrray rr designrt

switching circuit corresponding to

example, diagram 4. 13 represents

c ( (((go oer) @ er) o ((eo) @ en)) ).

F- c(x) .t6

c(Y) '- 
tO

the two-terminal series parallel

any given z e Forrn (G). For

the circuit

t.
!.

diagrarn 4. l3: t.
1

It should be clear that the mapping c is one-to-one. One should

also note that if - E y then c(x) and c(y) have the same

rf conductancerr , that is, for any state of the switches, current can

flow frorn the input (output) terrninal to the output (input) terminal of

c(x) i-ff current can flow frorn the input (output) terrninal to the

output(input) terrninal of c(y). Conversely, if c(x) and c(y)
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have the sarne conductance then - e y. Consequently, for any set

of properties P of the type given in the general series-parallel

switching circuit problern, one has that if c(x) satisfies P and

- e y then c(Y) also satisfies P.

The properties of the correspondence c lead one frorn the

general series-paralle1 switching circuit problem to the consideration

of free boolean algebras. Now in order that c map Forrn(G)

onto the set of all two-terrninal series-parallel circuits, the set G

rnust contain enough names for any finite nurnber of switches, i. e.

G rnust be an infinite set. Yet there seerls no reason for G to con-

tain an uncountable nurnber of elements. In this rnanner, the study of

the general series-paralle1 switching circuit problem leads to the

study of the algebra 4(G) where G is a countably infinite set.

This algebra was characterized at the end of Chapter 3.
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CI{APTER 5

CIRCUIT ALGEBRAS

The relationship between series-parallel switching circuits,

booleanforrnulas and boolean algebras has been considered above.

A similar relationship holds between general switching circuits,

rnatrices of boolean forrnutas and circuit algebras. In this chapter,

rrcircuit algebrarr will be defined and sorrre examples will be given.

In the next twochapters sonle of the properties of circuit algebras

will be considered; in particular, the circuit algebra which seerns

rnost closely related to the general switching circuit problem will be

characterized. Finally, in Chapter 8, this work wi.l1 be related to the

general switching circuit problem.

The algebraic systern 4= <A, *, ' ,O,;, ', E0, Er,"',Er,

E ,,." ), where OeA, ', E .AA foraII neN, andn+l n
AXA*,' , ; eA-- , is called a ciqcui! 31ff!E iJf the following con-

ditions are satisfied for all a, b, c eA and all ne N :

C. I ( A, *,' ) is a distributive lattice with zero

elernent 0

C. Z f or all a,b e A, there exists c e A such that

a*c=b and a. c=0

C. 3 a; (b;c) = (a;b);c
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C.4 (a+b);c = (a;c) + (b;c)

C.5 (a*b)' = (a')+(b')

C.6 (a' )' = a

C.7 (a;b)' = (b' );(a' )

C. 8 If (a;b).c = 0 then ((a');c).b = 0

C. 9 Err(a. Err(a)) = a. En(a)

C. 10 If Err(a) = a then Err(a+b) = a*En(b)

C. l1 If Err(a*(a' )) = 0 then Err(a+b) = Err(b)

C.lZ If dia. = b;b = Err(a) = Err(b) = Err(b;a*(b;a)') = 0

then Err(a+b) = a;b

C.13 E (a)<E (a+b)nn

Axiorn C. Z asserts that for any two elernents a, be A, the

relative cornplement c, which will be denoted by b-a, lies in

A. In particular, one can easily prove that b - a is uniquely de-

terrnined by b, ? and the conditions a *(b-a)= b, a. (b-a) = Q .

The following properties of relative cornplernentation, which may be

proved using the properties of distributive lattices, will be used with-

out explicit rnention in later portions of this paper:

(l) b=a*(b-a) = ab+(b-a)

(Zl If a.c-- 0 and c(b then c(b-a

Frorn the existence of relative cornplernents, it follows that for all
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beA, the algebraic system < {".A:a(b I,+,-,0,b ) is a boolean

algebra and if there is a u( b with the property that &!u = u;a = a

for all a!b, then the algebraic system < {".A: a(b}+,0,.,b;,u,')

is a relation algebra (for definition and properties of relation algebras

see [3 ,411.

Axiom C. 3 and the following precedence rules allow one to

ornit certain parentheses when writing forrnulas : The operations

E-, ', i, ', -, + take precedence inthat order.n

The construction of circuit algebras frorn more farniliar

mathernatical structures is now in order. To the reader are left the

proofs that the structures presented in the following exarnples are

circuit algebras. The notation A(k), A(N) introduced in exarnples

4 and 5 respectively will be used in later chapters of this paper.

Exarnple I Let 4 = <A,*,',0) beanyrnathernatical

structure satisfying C. I and C. Z. Define i, ' and E, on A

as follows: For all a, be A and all neN let

a;b = a'b ,

^td-dt

E(a)=Q
n

Then 4' = <A,+,' ,0,;rt,EO,"r, "' , is a circuit algebra.
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Exarnple 2. Let 4 = <A, *, ', 0, i, I > be any algebra satis-

fying C. I - C.8 (for exarnple, &ny relation algebra A will do).

Define E on A asfollows: Foral1 aeA andall neN, let
n

E(a) =a.n

Then 4t ='<A,*,'r0,i,',E0,EI,"' > is a circuit algebra.

where is the ernpty

Exarnple 3. Let the elernents of the countable set X be ar-

ranged in a one-to-one sequence *0,*l ,xZ. " ,*r, " Let A

be the set of all subsets of X and let +, . t - be the set-theoretic

operations of union, intersection and relative cornplernentation re-

spectively on A. Define ; and ' as in exarnple I and define

E asfollows: Fora1l aeA and neN let
n

Then

s ubs et

Exarnple 4.

C. I and C. Z.

tions +, . t i,

all neN and

Err(a) = a - {*rr}.

Ar*r' r0rirt rE'rEl, .. ),

, is a circuit algebra.

Let A=

For any

t, E on
n

all i, j <

4 =<

ofX

< A, +,' ,0 ) be any algebra satisfying

ke N define O.Akx k 
and the opera-

Akx k as follows: For all a, be Akx

k, let
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(a+b) (i, j) = a(i, j) + b(i, j)

(a'b) (i, j) = a(i, j) ' b(i, j)

k_I

(a;b) (i, j) = t a(i, !.) ' b(l , j)

t?o

at (i, j) = a(j, i)

if n ) k, (E--(a))(i, j) = a(i, j)'n

a(i, j) * a(i, n)' a(n, j) if i, j # n

if n ( k,(E,r(a))(i, j) =

if i=n orj=n

0(i, j) = 0

algebra.

Exarnple 5. Let A = < A, +,' , 0 ) be any o-cornplete (i. e.

closedundercountable sums) algebra satisfying C. I and C. Z. De-

fine C.AMN andtheoperations *,.,;,',En on ANxN as

follows; Forall a,beANxN andall i,j,neN, let

(a+b) (i, j) = a(i, i) + b(i, j)

(a' b) (i, j) = a(i, j) ' b(i, j)

\-(a;b) (i, j) = ) a(i, L ). b(l , j)L
I e N

(a' ) (i, j) = a(j, i)
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(Err(a))(i, j) 

{

a(i, j) + a(j,n).a(n, j) if i, j I n

if i=n or j=r,

0(i, j) = Q

bra.

Example 6. Let A = < A, +,' , 0 ) be any algebra satisfying

C. I and C.2. Let A(N) = {a.ANXN, a(i, j) = o for all but a

finite nurnber of pairs of indices). Define O. a(N) and the operations

r,. , i, ' , E- on A(N) exactly as in example 5. Then
n

Example 7. Let A = < A,+,',0 ) be any algebra satisfying

C. I and C.Z. Define O.e(N) andtheoperations *,',i,' on

A(N) as in example 5. Define E- on AN) as follows: for aIIn

i,jeN andall ".e(N), let

bra.

Err(a) (i, j) =

0 if i=n or j=r,

If the circuit algebra B is isornorphic to sorne subalgebra
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of A(N) (see exarnple 6) for sorne boolean algebra 4, then E

will be said to be a concrete circuit algebra. Note, for example,

that 4(") for any ne N (see exarnple 4) is isomorphic to a sub-

algebra of A(N) ; hence if A is a boolean algebra then o(n)

is a concrete circuit algebra for all neN. It was the study of con-

crete circuit algebras that Ied to the definition of a circuit algebra;

in other words, the concrete circuit algebras are the intended models

of circuit algebras.
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CIIAPTER 5

SOME RESULTS CONCERN]NG THE ARITHMETIC OF
CIRCUIT ALGEBRAS

The propositions of this chapter concern the elernents of an

arbitrary fixed circuit algebra 4= <A,t,' ,O,i,t,E0,El, "' )

Prop.6. I. a;(b+c) = a;b * a;c

pf: Using C.4-C.7 one has

a;(b+c) = (a;(b*c))" = ((b+c)' ;a')' = ((b'*c');a')r

= (br;a' * cr;a')r = (br;at)t * (ct ;a')'

= arr;btt + 
"tt;btt = a;b* a;c

Prop.6. 2. a ( b irnplies a;c( b;c and c;a( c;b

pf: Assurne a(b. Then a*b =b and by C.4 and 5. I one has

a;c*b;c=b;c and c;a*c;b = c;b. Hence a;c( b;c and c;a ( c;b '
nlnnrn

Prop.6.3. t )",) ; t)o,,=) I(a.;b,)
i=l j=l i=l j=l

pf : Follows by induction frorn C.4 and 6. l.
nn\-rProp.6.4. ( /a.l' = L^r'
i=l i=l

pf: Follows by induction frorn C. 5.
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Prop.6, 5. a ( b iff a' 1b'

pf: a(b if.f. a*b=b iff ar+br=b' (usingC.5andC.6l

iff a' < b'

Prop.6. 6. 0r = Q

pf: 0=0" =(0'+0)'-0'r +0' =0+0' -0r (usingC.5andC.6l

Prop.6.7. a;0 = 0;a = 0

pf: a';(a;0) .0 = 0 irnplies a;0 = (a;0).(a;0) = O (by C.8 and C.5)

and O;a = (0;a)" = (a';0')' = (a';0)' = 0r = 0 (by C.6, C.7, 6.61 .

Prop.6.8. (a'b)' = a' 'bt

pf: 1. (a'b)' < ar ' br

Since (a'b)' S "' and (a.b)' < br by 6. 5.

Z. a' 'b' < (a'b)'

By6.5andC.6 (a'.b')'(a" =a and (a'.b')'<b'' =b.

Hence (a'.bt)' < a.b. Using 6.5 and C.6 again, one has

at.b' = (a'.b')'' < (a.b)'

Prop.6. 9. (a;b). 
" S a;((a' ;c).b)

pf : l. a;(b-a' ;c)' c = 0

By C.8 and C. 6 frorn (a' ;c). (b-a' ic) = 0.
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Z. a;(b-a' ;c) < a;b

By 5. Z frorn b-a' ;c ( b.

3. a;(b-a' ;c) ( a; b-c

Frorn assertions I and Z.

4. a;b < (a;b-c) * a;(a' ;c'b)

Since a;b = a;(b-ar ;c * b'a' ;c)

= a;(b-a' ;c) * a;(b. a' ;c) (by 5. l)

5. a;b. c 5 a;(a' ;c.b)

Since a;b'c < (a;b-c * a;(a' ;c'b))' c (by assertion 4)

= a;(a' ;c'b)'c

S a;(a' ;c'b)

Prop.6. I0. U, for all b, (a' ;a);b < b then for all b, c

a;(b'c) = (a;b)'(a;c) and (b'c);a' = (b;a')'(c;a').

pf : 1. a;(b' c) < (a;b)' (a;c)

Z. (a;b)' (a;c) I a;(b'c)

Since (a;b). (a;c) ( a;(ar ;a;c.b) (by 6.9 )

< a;(c'b) (by 6. Z and the hypothesis).

3. a;(b'c) = (a;b)' (a;c)

Follows at once from assertions I and 2
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4. (b. c);a' = (b;a'). (c;a')

Using C.6, C.7, 6.8 and assertion 3, one has

(b. c);at = (b. c)' I ;at = (a;(b' ' c' ))'

- (a;b' .a;c' )' = (b;a' )' (c;a') .

Prop. 6. I 1. En(o) - 0

pf: E (0) = E (0.E (0)) = 0'E--(0) = 0 (using C. 9).^nnnn

Prop. 6.12. If Err(a.) = a. for i = I, "' , k then

kk
E( ) a.+b) = ) a.*E(b).

nLL/_l In
i=l i=l

pf : Follows frorn C. l0 by induction.

Prop.6. 13. If Err(a) = Err(b) = (a*b);(a*b) = 0 then Err(a*b) = 0

pf: 1. z-ld. = b;b = aib -- b;a = (b;a)' - 0

Since a;a * b;a * a;b +b;b = (a+b);(a*b) = 0 (using C.4 and 6. I),

one has aia = b;b = bla = a;b = 0 By 6.6, (b;a)' - 0.

z. E (b;a+(b;a)')=0
n

By 5. 11 and assertion I.

3. E (a*b)=O
n

By C. IZ and assertions I and Z.
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Prop.6. 14. If Err(a.) = 0 for i - I,...,k and

kkk
r

f )"rf t() "i) =Q then 
",, 

() a.) =0.
i=I i=I i=l

pf: Follows by induction from 6. 13.

Prop.5. 15. If a ( b then Err(a) < En(b)

pf: Follows from C. 13.
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CI{APTER 7

SPECIAL CIRCUIT ALGEBRAS

In this chapter the algebra A(N), where 4 is the free

boolean algebra on a countably infinite set of generators, will be

characterized. The characterization will be accornplished using ideas

analogous to those used in Chapter Z to characterize A.

algebra. Then Xe (zA)N* N, where 2A is the set of all subsets

of A, is said to be a basis of A iff X satisfies the following

conditions for alL i, j, k, I e N:

D. I Every elernent of A is the finite surn of elernents

frorn ru X.. .

i,jeN U

D.Z 0eX..
U

D. 3 If a, b< X.. then a*b, a'be X..1iu

and i=L

D.5 If aeX.. and
r.J

D.6 If aeX.. and
r"J

D.8 If aeX.. then
U

(a if i,i+k
nu(a) = .(

[0 iJ i=k or i=k.

D.4 If aeX.rj and be\* and a'b+ 0 then i=k

be X* then a;be X.,

beX, and a;b+ 0 then i=k.

D.7 If ae X.. then areX...lJ Jl
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Note that for any 4N) the sets X,, = {a.ANx 
N,r1k,I) 

= 0
U

unlessi=k and j=1" ) formabasisof 4N) .

Prop.7. l. Let X be a basis of the circuit algebra

i,jeN U

closed under the operations ' , i, ' , E.

pf: Follows easily from D.Z, D.3, D.4, D.5, D.7 and D.8.

Prop.7. Z. Let X be a basis of the circuit algebra

is an ne N such that for sorrre *.A'X t one has

n-1
Ta = ) x.. and x..e X.. for all i, j = 0, 1,'..,D-1. Further-
LU1J1J

i, j=o

pf : The first part of the conclusion follows frorn D. I and D. 2. Now

for any i, j ( n-1, frorn D. 4 one has

n-I rn-I
rnore, if n ( rn and I -rj = >, yij where *rj,yij. tij

i,j = o i,j=Q

(*,, if i,j(n-lIU
for i,j=0,I,' ,n-I then Yij = 

1
I
L 0 otherwise
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n-1

X,, = (x,.,*yr.,).(xr,) = (xr.*r...).(f *rj)1J U'r.J U u-lJ 
i,j='

rn- Ir= (*rj*r, ]'( L yij) = (-rj*rrr)' (rrr) - vij
i, j=0

n-l rn-l
fr-o = vrj ( L *rj) - vij' ( L rrr) = v,

i,j=o i,j=o

andif i)n or j >n then(usingD.4agalnl

circuit algebra with basis X. Let f : \-/ X,, * B, where
i,jeN U

B= (B,*, , i, t, E0, Er,"', isacircuitalgebra, havethe

following properties for all i, j, k,l e N i

(I) If ",b.Xij then f(a+b) = f(a)+f(b), f(a'b)=f(a)'f(b),

r(Eu(a)) = Eu(f(a)) and f(a') = f(a)'

(zl f(0)=6.

(3) If ".*rj and te X* and i + k or i + I then

f(a)'f (b) = 0.

(41 If a, b e \-/ X.. then f (a;b) = f (a);f (b) .

i,jeN U

Then there is a unique function g: A* B such that g is a
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hornornorphisrn and g is an extension of f.. If f is one-to-one

then g is one-to-one. l[ every elernent of B is a finite surn of

elernents frorn the set {f("):". 
,, ryNxij 

} then g is onto.

n-l n-I
\-pf: Define g:A*B by g(a) = L f("ij) where ^ = L "ij,

i, j=o i, j=o

aii e X. ..-tJ

l. g is well-defined. Follows at once frorn 7 . Z and con-

dition (2) on f..

Now consider any two elernents a, b of A- Suppose

n-l n-l
s-

"=) a.. and U=) b.. where ?..,b..€X., (Notethatthe
LT.JLUUUU

i, j=o i, j=o

lirnits of the two surnrnations rnay be assurned to be equal - one sirn-

ply adds 0's to rnake thern equal. )

z. g(a+b) = g(a) + g(b). Follows easily frorn condition (1).

3. g(a'b) = g(al' g&). By D.4 and conditions (I), (3) one

has

\-
"rj'o*l=c() ,t3'bi3)

=Q i, j=0

n-lrl=Lr("ij)if(bk{)
i, j, k, '0 =0

).g(u).

n-l n-I n-I

g(()".j).() bkr))=*()
i, j=0 k,l =0 i, j,k, L

n-l n-I

= ) r(aij or:, = ) t("ij)' r(bij

i, j=0 i, j=o
n-l n-l\-r

= (L r(a',)) l) to*lt = s(a

i,j=o k,l=o

n-I
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4. g(a;b) = g(a);g(b). By 6.3, D.5 and conditions

(Z), (4), one has

n-l

e(a;b) =, (f "i5;b*)
i, j, k, ,{ =o

n-l n-l
= ) r(ar,;b*) = ) r(a..);r(b*) = tlt"i,));t) r(bkr))

i,j,k,l=0 i,j,k,.0=0 i,j=0 k,l=0

= g(a);g(b) .

5. g(a') = g(a)' . Follows frorn 6.4, condition (l) and C.4.

To cornplete the proof that g is a hornornorphism, it rnust

be proved that EU(e(a)) = g(EO(a)). Assertions 6-20 establish this

identity. Let

n-I n-l n-I
ff\u=L^ij' *="kk, x= /r^rt, Y=/a*.i

i,j=0 i=0 i=0

i,j+k i+k i+k

Then

6. a=v*w*x+y. Clear.

7. EO(v) = v. By D. 8 and 6.lZ.

8. w * wr.Xkk. By D. 3 and D.7

9. y;x + (y;x)' .Xkk. By 6.3, D.5, D.7 and D.3.

n-l n-l

10. Eo(w*w') = Eo(r;x+(y;*)')=0. By 8, 9 and D. 8.
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lI. x;x = Y;Y = 0. BY 5.3 and D' 6'

lZ. EU(x) = Ek(y) = 0. By 6. 14 and assertion II.

13. EU(a) = v*x;y. By 6, 7, l0-lz, C' I0, C. II and

C. TZ.

14. g(a) = g(v) + g(w) + g(x) + g(y). By 6 and Z.

I5. Eu(e(v)) = g(v) By Z , (l) and 6. lZ.

16. Eu(s(w)+ g(-)') = 0. From 2,5,8, l0 and (1), (z)

one has Eu(e(w)+ g(w)') = Eo(g(wtw'))=Eo(f(w*w'))

= f(Eo(wtw')) = f(o) = g.

17. Eo(s(v);s(x) + (g(y);g(x))') = 0. Proved like I5.

18. g(*);g(x) = g(y);g(y) = 0. By 4, 1l and (2).

19. Eo(e(a)) = g(v) + g(*);g(v)- Proved like 13.

20. EU(S(a)) = g(EU(a)). By 19, 13, Z, and 4.

ZI. g is the only hornornorphic extension of f. Clear.

ZZ. If f is one -to -one then g is one -to-one. A.s surne

f is one-to-one. Then g(a) = g(b) irnplies

n-l n-l

t f(a,.)=)r1u..,). Henceforall i,j(n-I, one
1-rULU

i, j=o i, j=o

has (using D. 4 and 3) that
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n-l n-l
f (a,,) =(f (a.,+b,.) ( t, .)) = e(a..+b..) e( f ,..)

U U U /J U U 1J'-LJ U
i, j=0 i, j=0

n-l n-I\-r= g(a .*b..). s( Lbij) = f((a..+brl' (Lor5)) = f(b.j). Now

i, j=0 i, j=0

frorn the set {f(a); ae L/ X.., } then g is onto.
i,jeN U

This assertion follows easily frorn assertion 2 and the

definition of g.

q.e.d.

algebra with basis X. Then S is said to be homogeneous iff there

exists ue ( t, 
".,)N 

* N satisfying the following conditions :
i, j e N iJ'

D.9 u..eX.. forall i,jeN
U1J

D. l0 ( X.., *, ' , 0, u-. ) is a boolean algebra for alluLJ
i,jeN

D. 11 oij,okl =

since f is one-to-one, a.. = b... It follows that a = b.
UU

23. lf every elernent of B is a finite surn of elements

oi-, if j=k

o if j+k

D.IZ If aeX.. then u..;a=a.r.J 11
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algebra with basis X. If u, v€ ( t.-,, *.,, )Nt 
* both satisfy

i,j.N U

D. 9 and D. l0 then u = v.

pf : For all i, j e N, oij and trj are both unit elernents of

U1JUUU
q.e.d.

Let A= < A,+,' ,0,;,t,E0,E,, "' ) be a circuit algebra

with hornogeneous basis X. Then the function u€ ( ,-,, X.,r)N'N
i,jeN U'

which satisfies D.9 - D. LZ will be calIed the function which

hornogenizes X.

algebra with hornogeneous basis X and let u be the function

which hornogenizes X Then, f or all i, j € N,

(l) orj'=oj,

(zl orj',*ij=ojj

(3) For all aeA, oii i , ( a

(41 u.. ; (a.b) = (uij ;a). (u..;b) and

(a'b) ; u.. = (a ; o..)' (b ; u..).
.UUU

(5) If aeX.. then a;u..=a
UJJ

pf: l. u..'ru,,. ByD.7, u..reX... HencebyD. I0,.UJlUJi

u..r < u... Sirnilarly u..' < u... Hence u.. ( u..r, by 6.5 andC.6.
uJlJ1UJ1U
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Z. u..t ;u.. = u... By assertion I and D. 1l .i3 i; JJ 'H
3. u..;a ( a. Let " = ) a.1 . Then by 6.3, D'5 and

11 L Jl(

n-r j'k=o n-I n-l
D.rz, oii," =f (orr;a;1) =)toii;"ik) =Dro< a

j, k=0 k=0 k=0

4. u..;(a'b) = (u..;a)'(u..;b) and (a'b)iu,,=(2iu,,)'(b;u.,).
i3' ' 1J. U' r.J U U

By 1,2,3 and 6. 10.

5. If aeX.. then a;u..=a. ByC.6,C,7, (t)and
lJ JJ

D.7 .

Prop.?.6. Let 4 =<A,*, ,0,i,',EO,EI"', beacircuit

algebra with hornogeneous basis X and let u be the function which

hornogenizes X. Then for all i, j e N the function trj, *r, 
0 

* 
\,j

defined by fij(") = oiO. a;u0 j is an isornorphisrn of the boolean

algebra ( XOr, +, ' , 0, o00, onto the boolean algebra

<X. ., *, . , 0, u.. ).1,J U

pf : 1. fi5' XOO * *rj . By D. 5

Z. f.. (a+b) =1.. + f.. By C-4 and 5. l.
UUU

3. f .. (a'b) = t.. ' f .. . BY 7. 5 (41.
UUT.J

4. f ..(0) = 0. BY 6.7 '
U

5. fi, ("OO) = oij. BY D. 11.

6. f .. is one-to-one.
1J

uio; a; o,j = fi5(.) = f..(b) = oi. ' U; uOj irnplies (by D. II and D. I2)
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, = o00 ; ai u00 = *gii oioi a; u6j, oj6 = *O ii oigi b; u6;; u;0

= oo.i b; uoo = b.

7 . trj is onto. O. *rj irnplies

b = oii, o, ojj = oigi uo.; b; ojotooj = fi3(oo',b; ujo)'

q...d.

circuit algebra with basis X and hornogenizing rnap u. Let

g: Xoo- V {"..}*B, where B=8,*,',;,t,E0,E,,"') isa- uu i,jeN'u'
circuit algebra, have the following properties for all i, j, k,l e N:

(1) If a, b e XOO then g(a+b) = g(a) + g(b),

g(a.b) = g(a).g(b), g(a;b) = g(a);g(b),

sEu(a)) = Eu(B(a)), and g(a') = g(a)'

(z) 8(0)=0.

(3) If i+k or j+! then S(urr)g(ukt)=0.

(41 B(urr;u* ) = g("tj);g(uu, ).

(5) S(urr)' = g(oij')

(6) Ek(b. g(u.r)) = b.g(Er(u.r)).

Then there is a unique function f : A* B such that f is a horno-

rnorphisrn and f is an extension of g. If g is one-to-one then

f is one-to-one.

pf: Define f : \-/ X,.*B asfollows:
i,jeN U
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If ". "rj, 
let f(a) = S(uro); B(uoi; a; ojo); S(uor). That f i.s

well-defined follows from D. 5 and assertion I below.

I. f(0) = 6. BY (z) and 6.7.

Z. If ,, b. Xij then f (a+b) = f (a) + f(b). By (1), C. 4

and 5. l.

3. If ,, b. Xij then f (a' b) = f (a)' f (b). By ( I) and

7 . 5(41.

4. If a,beX.. and a(b then f(a)<f(b)' Follows

frorn 2.

5. U ".*rj then f(Eu(a))=Eu(f(a)). Nowf(a)<f(u..)

since aeX.. implies a(u..1JU

Case I i, i + k. Then e"(f (a)) = Er.(f (a)' f ("..))
IJ

= f(a) 'f(Eu(urr)) = f(a)'f(u.r) = f(a) = f(Eo(a)) (using (6) and

D.8).

CaseZ i=k or j=k. Then eu(f(a))=f(a)'f(u.r))

= f(a)'f(0) = 0 = f(0) = f(Eo(a)) (using (6), 1 and D.8).

6. If ae X.. then f(a') = f(a)' . By (5), (l)and7.5(l).
U

7. If ".*rj, beX* and L+k or :* I then

f(a)'f(b) = 0. BY 4 and 3.

f(a)'f(b) < f(u.r)'f(ukt) = 0.

8. If a, be tu X.. then f(a;b) = f(a) ; f (b) .

i, je N1J
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As surne " . *rj and U e X* .

Case I i + k. Then a;bS oij, ot.! = 0 by 6. Z ar..d D. 11.

Hence, by I and 4, f (a;b) = Q. Also by 6. Z arrd D.l l, 4,(4 and

lZ), f(a);f(b) < r(oij);f(okl) = g(u..;ukt) = 0.

Case , i = O. Then by D.IZ, D. ll, (l) and (4)

f(a;b) = g(oio); g(uo.;a;Otoro) ; g(oOl)

= g(oio); g(u)or;a;ojo,ooj,ojo,ooj;b;ul 
, o)tg(oo{ )

= g(oio);g(uo. ;a;uj0) ; s(uor);g("jo) ;g(u,j;b;or o),g(ool ) = f(a) ;f(b).

Assertions Z-8 show that f satisfies the hypothesis of 7. 3.

It follows (frorn 7 .31 that f (and hence g) rnay be extended to a

hornomorphisrn.

9. Every homornorphic extension of g is a horno-

rnorphic extension of f.. Clear.

10. There is exactly one hornornorphic extension of g.

Follows frorn 9 and7.3.

I l. If g is one-to-one then f is one-to-one. As-

surne that g is one-to-one. To show that f is

one-to-one it is sufficient to show that f(a) = O

irnplies a=0(byC.2).

Now suppose f(a) = 0 where ".*rj' Then
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0 = g(u0i);g(oio);g(uo. ;a;oro);s(ooj);g("jo )

= B(uoo) ;g(uo. ;a;urg) ;e("oo)

= g(u00;u,i;a;o3o;oog) = g(uor;a;urg) (using 6. 7, (4) ' D. I I,

(t), D. IZ and 7. 5(5)). Hence, u6iia!u;0 = 0 frorn which it

follows that 0 = oi,;u.riaiu30;uOj oii,"tojj = " by an argu-

rnent sirnilar to the one above.

lZ. If g is one-to-one then every hornornorphic exten-

sion of g is one-to-one. Follows frorn 9, ll and

7.3.

Thrn.7.8. Let 4=<A,t,',0,i,',E0,EI,"' ) and

geneous bases X, Y and hornogeniz:rr,g maps u, v respectively.

Then A and B are isornorphic if the boolean algebras

a X00, *,' ,0, o00 ) and a Y00,*,' ,0,r00 ) are isornorphic.

pf : Assurne that a X00,*,' ,0, o00 ) and a Y00,*,' ,0, t00 )

are isornorphic and let Bt XO,* Y00 be the isornorphisrn. Ex-

tend g to XC^- U {o,, } by setting S(urr) = ,rj. It is clairned
'' i,3.N I'J

that g is one-to-one and satisfies the hypothesis of t}l.rn.7.7 .

I. g is one-to-one. Follows frornDIl and D.4.

Z. If a,be X00, then g(a+b) = g(a) + g(b) and

g(a.b) = g(a)' g(b). Clear.
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3. B(0) = 0. C1ear.

4. If 
", 

b. X00 then a;b = a. b. Frorn 6. 2, D. 12 and

7 .5(\51 one has a;b S uOO;b = b and a;b < a;u00=a.

Hence a;b ( a.b. Using 6. l0 in addition to 5. 3,6.9,

D.7, D. 12 and 7. 5(5), one obtains

a'b = (a.b)to00' (a.b) < (a'b);((a b)' ;(a'b)'uoo) < (a'b);(u00;(a'b))

= (a.b);(a'b) ( a;b. Thus a;b = a.b

5. If a, b e Xoo then g(a);g(b) = g(a)' g(b). Sirnilar to

proof of assertion 4.

6. If a, be Xoo then g(a;b) = g(a);g(b). By Z,+ and 5.

7. If ,. X00 then g(EO(a)) = EU(g(a)) .

Case I k= 0. Then g(E"(a)) =g(0) =0=E.r.(s(a)).t( r\

CaseZ k+ 0. Then g(E"(a)) =g(a) =Er.(g(a)).

8. If ,.X00 then ar=a. Frorn6.9,D.5, D.7and

7.5(51 one has a = aiu00.a 1a;(a';a'ur.)=a'ar.a(ar.

Then by 6.5 and C.6, a' ( a.

9. If ". X00 then g(a)' = g(a). Similar to proof of

assertion 8.

I0. If ,. X00 then g(a') = g(a)' . By 8 and 9.

1I. If i+k or :*l then C(urr)B(oU)=0. C1ear.

rz. g (uij;okt ) = S(urr);g(u* ). C1ear.
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I3. C("rr)' = t(orj'). C1ear.

14. Ek(b.s(urr)) = b.g(Eo(u.r))

CaseI k=i ork= j. Then E,_(b.r,j)=0=b.g(0)

= U.g(Er("i3)).

Case 2 k + i,i. Then Ek(b'rrj) = b' vij = b'g(u..)

= r. g(Er(v.r)).

Thrn.7.9. Let 4= <A,*,',0,i,',E0,EI,"' ) be a circuit

algebra with homogeneous basis X and hornogenizing rnap u.

Let B = < X00,* ,. ,0,o00 ,. Then 4 and B(N) are isornorphic.

pf : Define ... . . g(N) for all i, j e N as follows:

Now 1et h be the hornornorphic extension of g to A

That h is one-to-one follows frorn 7 .7 and assertion I. It re-

rnains to show that h is onto. Consider any b = L Orj. U,

n- I i, j=0

b..e Y... Let a= t ".^; s-l(.u u L *io'E 'ooi;bi3;v5g);uo5' Then

n-I i'j=o n-r
\- -r \- -1n@l = ), h(u.o); hg '('oi,bij;v.o);h(uo 

| = Ls(uro);gs 1v0i;bij,tjo);g("oj)

i, j=o i, j=o

n-l n-I n-I
\-\-\-

= Luro,uoi;bi3;v3g;vo5 = ,'rr'oij;tjj = Lorj=o'
i, j=0 i, j=0 i, j=0 

q. e. d.
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v..(k,l ) =
r"J

o00 if i=k and i=L

0 otherwise

Let 
"rj I B(N) for all i, j.N be defined by Yii = {u. a(N)'u<r...y.

Then Y i,s a homogeneous basis of B(N) and v is the function

which homogenizes Y. Clearly the boolean algebras

a XOO ,1,' ,0, o00 , and a Y00 ,1,' ,0, t00, are isornorphic. Hence,

by 7. 8, 4 and B(N) are isornorphic.

Cor. 7. 10. Every circuit algebra with homogeneous basis is con-

crete.

Cor.7. I I. If the boolean algebras A and E are isornorphic

then the circuit algebra A(N) and BN) are isomorphic.

pf : Follows easily frorn 7. 8.

Cor.7,lZ. Let 4= <A,*,',0,i,',E0,E,,.. ) be a circuit

algebra with homogeneous basis X and hornogenizing rnap u.

If B =' X00,*,' ,0,o00, is the free boolean algebra on a count-

ably infinite set of generators then A and 4(G)(N) are isornorphic,

where G is any countably inifnite set of generators.

pf : Follows easily frorn 7. 8.
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CI{APTER 8

THE ALGEBRA OF SWITCHING CIRCUITS

Let G be any set of generators; then the set of atl f iryite

rnatrices of boolean formulqj; on the generators G, denoted by

BF(G), is defined by

BI'(G) = {ae (Form(G))N*'0,"( i, j)'= Q for allbut a

finite number of pairs of indices). For any a€ tsr.(C),1(a) is defined by

!.(a)= l*min {keN:if i> kor j>k then a(i,j)=O }. Ttreopera-

tions @, O, (9, tr, E, are defined on BF(G) as follo;vs: For all

a,be BF(G) and all i, j,neN, let

(a@b)(i, j) =

(aOb)(i, j) =

( rar.,i)@b(i, i)) if i, i, ( rnax{{ (a), r(b) }
II
l
t A otherwise

(G$,j)ob(i, i)) if i, j < rnax {t (a), I (b) i

)
)
L A otherwise

fi (((a(i,0)ob(0, i))@(a(i, r)ob(r, j)))

I 
*(a(i, z)ob(2, j))) @...@(a(i,k)ob(k, j)))

J 
for i,j<k=rnax{l("),/(b)}

l

t

\ d otherwise
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(tr (a)) (i, j) = a(j, i)

The distinguished element / e BF(G) is defined by

dli,il--Q fora1l i,jeN

The correspondence c between elernents of Forrn(G) and

switching circuits which was described in Chapter 4 rnay nowbe extend-

edto Btr. (G). Conside r anay a e BF(G) the switching circuit c(a) rnaybe de-

scribedas follows: c(a) has I (a)-1 terrninal" t0,tI,' . 't*^lZ.(bparticu-

lar if ^-Q t]n"n c(a) has noterrninals). For all i, j < I (a)-/,, i + j,

the terrninal t. is connected to the terrninal t. by a series-1J
paraIIel circuit deterrnined as follows: lf a(i, i) = a(j, i) then ,i

is connected to tj as in the following diagram, where c(a(i, j))

is the series-paralIel circuit corresponding to a(i, j).

t. t.
diagrarn 8. lr t-- 

c(a(ij)) :

If a(i, j) 4 ^$,11 then terrninal t. is connected to terrninal , j

as in diagrarn 8. Z.

( O if i=n or j=r, or i,j>l(a)
(E"(a))(i' j) = 

1(a(i, i)@ (a(i, n)oa(n, i))) otherwise
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diaglarn 8. Z:

BM(G) = {["J 3 ' "e 
BF (G) ]

BM(G) as follows :

+ [bJ

. tul

L.
J

For exarnple the rnatrix

corresponds to the circuit represented in diagrarn 4.6.

Define e on BF(G) as follows: For all a, be Bf (G)

" A b iff a(i, j) E b(1, j) for all i, jeN. That A is an equiv-

alence relation follows frorn the fact that E is an equivalence re-

lation. For any ae BF(G), the notation tr] 3 will be used to

indicate the equivalence class deterrnined by a. Let BM(G),

thb'set of all finite boolean rnatrices on the set of generators G,

be the set of all such equivalence classes. In other words,

(

c(a(j, i))

I

"o

o

o

Define +,

["@b]4,

[ " ob] e ,

.rF
, tt , u

n

uo

I

S
I

a

@

S
I

I

I

I

o

I

I

on

G

tu
G

t"l E

irl E

("(i, j))
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["I *
G Ib] [aab]

[tr(a)]

Ierr(a)l

 JG'

Lr

!V=
G

t"l e

nr,([a] e)
ry
G

The distinguished elernent 0e BM(G) is defined by O = 161 7G

The proof tlnat these operations are well defined is left to the reader.

Thrn.8. l. The algebra BM(G) = < BM(G), *, ',i,',EO,EI,

and 4(G)(N) = < A(c)(*), *

rnorphic. The isornorphisrn

follows: For all a e BM(G)

e161(N) defined by (F(a))(i

elernent of BF(G) with the

,'r 0, i, trEOrElr"')

f :BM(G) * e(G)(NL"y t"

let f(c) be the (unique)

, j) = [r' (i, j)] e , where

propertythat a=[a'] 6.

are iso-

defined as

elernent of

ar is any

pf: One sirnply shows that f is well-defined, one-to-one, onto

and preserves the operations. The details are ornitted.

In Chapter 4, it was noted that for any set of generators G,

each elernent of 4(G) may be associated with a class of two-

terrninal geries -parallel switching circuits having equivalent conduc-

tivity. Sirnilarly, each elernent z of $(C1(c), where a = rL for

sorne neN or o = N (note that 4tc)(t) rnay be regarded as a

subalgebra of e(C)(N)), corresponds (via 8. l) to a class c(zl of
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switching circuits having equivalent conductivity across each pair of

terrninals. Now note tlnat a switching circuit rnay have any finite

nurnber of switches and any finite nurnber of terrninals. FIence, in

order for the correspondence c to be onto the class of all switch-

ing circuits, G rnust be countably infinite and a rnust be N.

Thus the general switching circuit problern leads to the study of the

circuit algebra 4(G)(N) where G is any countably infinite set of

generators. This algebra was character:Lzed at the end of Chapter 7.
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CIIAPTER 9

PROBLEIVI,S

A nurnber of interesting problerns which the author did not

have an opportunity to answer arose during the writing of this paper.

Sorne of thern are listed below.

I. Are the axiorns for a circuit algebra independent ?

2. Is the first-order theory of circuit algebra decidable ?

3. Can the class of circuit algebra be forrnalized in terrns

of a finite nurnber of operations ?

4. 'Which results frorn the theory of relation algebras can

be carried over to the theory of circuit algebras ? See

for exarnple [3 , 4,8 ,91 .

5. How can one characterize those circuit algebras which

are concrete? I:r particular, can a (finite?) set of

first-order sentences (identities ?) be found which

axiornatically characterize t!i.e concrete circuit alge-

bras ?

6. Is every circuit algebra with a basis concrete? The

converse is clearly true.

7. Can the circuit algebras with bases be characterized

using first-order sentences ? It is easy to prove that
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the hornornorphic image of a circuit algebra with basis

is a circuit algebra with basis and that the direct

product of circuit algebras with bases is a circuit

algebra with basis. Is every subalgebra of a circuit

algebra with basis a circuit algebra with basis ? If the

answer to this last question is yes then the class of

circuit algebras with bases rnay be characterized using

identities (see lZ, 18, t 9J ). If the answer is ro, then

the class of circuit algebras with bases can not be

characterized using identitie s.

Can the circuit algebras with hornogeneous bases be

characterized using f irst-order sentences ? Note that

not every subalgebra of a circuit algebra with horno-

geneous basis is a circuit algebra with hornogeneous

basis. (Consider, for exarnple, 4(") and 4(*). I

It follows that the circuit algebras with hornogeneous

bases canrt be characterized using identities.
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